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STELLAR JOCKEYS DECEMBER NEWSLETTER
Welcome to your monthly Stellar Jockeys newsletter for December 2022.

As a parting gift for the year, an extract of our next audiobook is up for

you to listen to - enjoy!

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

The First Chapter Of Our Next Audiobook

We've a short post for Brigador Killers up on Steam this month. This time

it's an extract from the next book by Brad Buckmaster, read by Ryan

Cooper, titled Brigador Killers: Pilgrim. We hope you enjoy it.

Read December's BK Dev Post

Don't Forget Your HOLIDAYS2022 Promocode

A reminder that you can get 20% o� your next merchandise purchase

on our store all December long. Be sure to enter promocode

HOLIDAYS2022 at checkout to claim the discount. Please note: minimum

order value of 8 USD required. Promotional code is active from December

1st until 23:59 CST, December 31st, 2022.
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SNC Skull & Laurel Lighter

$35.00

Shop now

Community Spotlight

There's at least one festive-themed contest going on in the discord server

currently that you might want to check out - but onto the images!

Flyingdebris reimagines Kiki's Delivery Service with PJ and the Auditor...

...mellonbread somehow managed to make a reference to a lesser known

factoid about the "Focos" faction that was cut from Brigador's

development via The Sopranos...
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You hear about this cancelled faction, T?

They call em "fuckos"

They're like spacers, but they work for a living

-CM

...themerchantofbenis returns, this time with their own bespoke printed

and painted civilians...

...and it looks like Norman's had enough for one year, by Juntti.

All these and more can be seen in the #becks_best  channel over on our

Discord chat server.

Join Our Discord Server
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Next Year

Everyone at Stellar Jockeys wishes you all a safe and sane holiday break.

BK and more awaits in 2023.

Stellar Jockeys

2711 N Albany Ave #1

Chicago, IL 60647

United States

You received this email because you signed up on our

website or made a purchase from us.
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